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ABSTRACT

This work aims at investigating cross-modal connections
between audio and video sources in the task of musical
instrument recognition. We also address in this work the
understanding of the representations learned by convolu-
tional neural networks (CNNs) and we study feature corre-
spondence between audio and visual components of a mul-
timodal CNN architecture. For each instrument category,
we select the most activated neurons and investigate exist-
ing cross-correlations between neurons from the audio and
video CNN which activate the same instrument category.
We analyse two training schemes for multimodal applica-
tions and perform a comparative analysis and visualisation
of model predictions.

1. INTRODUCTION

The majority of real-world data analysis tasks rely on
manifold data. That could be user’s history and content
features for music recommendation [5], brain activity sig-
nals and medical images for diagnosis [4] or a variety of
meteorological data. Nevertheless, the most common mul-
timodal information is audio-visual data, as it uses our
senses and we experience it every day. We question the
task of detecting musical instruments in video recordings
and comparing the features learned from a model trained
on visual information and a model trained on audio sig-
nals.

Previous research has demonstrated that audio-visual
analysis can significantly improve the quality of music
videos categorisation [3, 7]. However, apart from sev-
eral papers on audio-visual correspondence [1, 2], there
is a lack of detailed studies on data interference for this
type of content. The literature mostly refers to the intu-
ition of complementarity of audio and video sources. One
approach to study the correspondence of the sources is
to ask humans directly which information they may find
linked [1]. Another approach is data-driven, such as the
work in [2], where the authors train a multimodal CNN
in an unsupervised manner to learn joint audio-visual fea-
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(a) Feature extraction scheme (b) Joint training scheme

Figure 1: Multimodal CNN architecture and training
schemes. Gray boxes refer to pretrained feature extrac-
tion subnetworks whose parameters are freezed during the
multimodal training.

ture representation on common videos. In this study, they
proved that the learned representation is an efficient feature
set for both modalities.

From previous literature, we can pose the following re-
search question: how do such multimodal features corre-
spond to each other and what is the contribution of each
modality to the representation? If we train a multimodal
network, do we have an interpretable representation? In
this work, we analyse two types of features: audio convolu-
tional deep features and video convolutional deep features,
with the goal of answering to this question.

2. METHODOLOGY

We experiment with a subset of FCVID dataset [3] which
includes 5154 videos of musical performances with instru-
ments almost equally distributed over 12 categories such
as accordion, violin, saxophone or chamber music.

We use a similar CNN architecture as in our previous
work [7] schematically presented in Figure 1. For audio
analysis we utilise Xception-like architecture operating on
the audio signal of 1 second length represented as log-
mel spectrograms. We use Inception V3 architecture for
video frames analysis and process 1 frame for every audio
segment. We examine two training schemes for the multi-
modal network. As show in Figure 1, in the first case, we
train audio and video subnetworks separately and, having
them as feature extractors, train the integrated multimodal
representation. In the second case, we consider joint train-
ing, such as weights in both modalities are adjusted simul-
taneously.

Then, having a pretrained multimodal network, we
compute the features from audio and video subnetworks.



For each video recording in the dataset, we extract an audio
feature vector of length 1024 and a corresponding visual
feature vector of length 2048 as the penultimate layer rep-
resentations of the feature extraction subnetworks by con-
struction.

2.1 Feature correlation study

Then we compute the importance coefficient of each fea-
ture with respect to each specific data category, defined as
follows. Let D be a dataset, F a neural network algorithm,
X = (x1, ..., xK) a feature vector from the last layer of
the network, Y = (y1, ..., yC) a prediction vector, and
yc =

∑K
i=1 w

c
ixi the last layer decision rule, where wc

i

is a weight of the feature xi for the category yc.
We compute the importance aci of the feature xi for the

category c as aci =
∂yc

∂xi
. If there is only one dense/softmax

layer beyond the convolutional layers, aci = wc
i . We com-

pute category-wise feature importance as

Lc
D,i =

1

Nc

∑
d

max(wc
ixi, 0),

where d ∈ D and F (d) = c.
Next, we filter out the least important features for each

category and compute pairwise Spearman correlation co-
efficient for the remaining ones (we take top-10 and top-20
features for audio and video respectively).

2.2 Multimodal Visualisation

We then incorporate the visualisation procedure proposed
in [6] called Gradient-weighted Class Activation Mapping
(Grad-CAM). This visualisation method highlights local
regions which influence most the network decision.

3. RESULTS

Figure 2 provides the example correlation matrix for in-
dependent training scheme. This matrix shows the cross-
correlations between audio and visual features for Saxo-
phonePerformance category. Large in absolute values in-
dicate a correlation in the feature pair while zero values
mean that two features are independent. We observe that
even though audio and visual features have strong intra-
modal correspondence, there are no significant inter-modal
relations.

As we observe a similar pattern for all other categories,
we can conclude that in case of independent representation
learning for audio and video, we learn substantive concepts
in each modality.

4. CONCLUSION

The cross-modal relations analysis in multi-modal appli-
cations could be a perspective research direction in many
fields, including MIR. It’s especially relevant in connec-
tion with increasing impact of neural networks which have
a shortage of methods for better understanding and inter-
pretability for the models.

Figure 2: Cross-correlations of the most activated audio
and visual features for SaxophonePerformance category
for the feature extraction training scheme.
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